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Abstract
Learning materials based on local culture are an attempt to preserve the local culture through learning. It is
expected to provide insight into the results of the local culture to the next generation. Processes in education,
teachers are not only running the function of Science (transfer of knowledge) but also serve to instill the value
(value) as well as build character (character Building) learners on an ongoing basis and continuously. Teachers
have the responsibility of revitalizing local culture through learning strategies that cater elementary school
students close to the cultural envlronment of students as well as providing a model of culturdl preservation
through education. A skilled teacher is one of those teachers who are able to devise and develop learning
materials from a variety of learning resources. ext, the use of visual media into a local cultural materials has not
been implemented to its full potential by Elementary School teachers seKecamatan town and subdiskict of Bae
as a reference material for learning Holy thematic integrative learning and media introduction of the local culture.
The results showed that the need for teachers'skills in developing local culture Sacred materials, including: the
planning phase, the phase of implementation, the evaluation phase.
Xeywords: development, learning materials, cultural, local, character, elementary school
Introduction
Be a profesional teacher should be able to
make a learning plan for supporting the learning
succes. Learning plans is activity or a determining
the program of teaching learning process. Its need
the teacher be a actuator and manajer in the
education management scope
To make a learning plans need participation
and contribution from all school components
including the teacher and student to make decision
inwhich the good environment and democratic
learning can be provided and can attain the learning
objectives
Class teacher is expected has a high
independence level, adaptable, anticiable, and
proactive as the stong control for any input
included. According the Arkunto (2008 :9) opinion:
Plan is a process to prepare any kinds in decision
making process to reach the organization objectives
by using the existing of resources, the aspects of
planning covers: (1) What will be done; (2) Who will
do; (3) When will be done; (4) where will be done;
(5) How to do; (6) And what else will be done to
achieve the maximal objectives.
Based on the observation by the researcher to
Elementary school teacher in Bae Municipality and
Kota Kudus Municipality, They were not have ability
to make a learning plan program with cover their
environmental charactheristic. The environmental
charactheristic should be embeded in the learning
plans have to covers as follows: religion. Art,
technology, livelihoods. Meanwhile Salam (1977:5)
reccomend to take also the Historical relics and
objects of cultural heritage that is associated with
the hindu-Islamic teachings that exists in Java there
are Kudus in the County.
The learning plans process will be start with
digging up some informatlon about local culture in
the Kudus District which includes the experience of
teacher self based on environment and community
that makes the primary school teacher as the
principal culture. Judistira (2008: 113) said that the
local culture is not only revealed the shape of the
sense of beauty and statements through sheer
artistry; but including all forms, and ways to
behave, Act, as well as patterns of mind that are far
behind what appears to them
Improving managemenc concep curiiculum
years 2013 based on local culture in Kudus required
scientific approach and Thematic integratif learning.
According that statement in improving the learning
plans the teacher have to apply the management
function concepts
Methods
The objects of Treatment is developing
primary school teachers ability in designing learning
materials based on local cuiture in the Kudus. To
obtain the comphehenship data, the technical dab
will use observation, interview, and documentation
of the planning capabilities-based learning local
culture in the Kudus District owned by elementary
school teachers
Fo legalization of the data, the data found wifl
be processed are: 1) comparing data observations
with the results of the interview; 2) compare what
people say in public with what is said in private; 3)
compares with what he says all the time; 4)
comparing the circumstances and the perspective cf
someone with a broad range of opinions and views
of others (a lay community); 5) compares the
results of the inteMews with the contents of a
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